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Abstract: While OGC’s WFS facilitates disseminating heterogeneous spatial data over the 

Web and allows feature-level geospatial information sharing and synchronization, 

performance issues challenge the efficient and effective utilization of WFS for disaster 

response. Literature shows that obtaining spatial information becomes very slow when 

querying WFS systems from large geospatial databases over the Internet. Solutions on how 

to improve the WFS system performance so that spatial data can be delivered to disaster 

responders within a reasonable amount of time are needed. This paper proposes a parallel 

approach based on Voronoi diagram indexing and data/task parallelism for improving the 

query performance of WFS systems for disaster applications. Experimental results show 

that the parallel approach can significantly improve the response time needed to process 

the spatial queries from a massive volume of spatial data for disaster response. 
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1. Introduction 

The magnitude and frequency of disasters seems to be increasing, for example the recent Wenchuan 

earthquake in China, the Indonesian tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, and California wildfires. Because 

disasters have a temporal and geographic footprint, geospatial data and tools are important for disaster 

response. Geospatial data and tools can help disaster responders to determine where damaged 

buildings or injured residents located and where impacts are greatest, so that they can act more quickly 

to help save lives, reduce damages and costs of dealing with disasters. The disaster response relies 

heavily on the ability to discover and use accurate up-to-date geospatial information to prepare for and 

respond to disasters. Decision makers need spatial information such as demographic data, road 

network data, critical facilities, infrastructure, and emergency shelter locations to coordinate response 

efforts during disasters. Fast obtaining the spatial information is critical to ensure that emergency 

supplies and resources would be able to reach the impacted areas in the most efficient manner. In fact, 

literature has shown that disaster response has greatly benefited from the recent advancement in 

information technology, especially GIS and remote sensing [1,2]. However, findings have shown that 

the use of GIS for disaster response can readily fail due to the inability to obtain and integrate spatial 

data rapidly and the lack of an interoperating GIS [3,4]. According to a critical report released by US 

House Select Bipartisan Committee [5], the federal government’s ineffective response to Hurricane 

Katrina was partly a failure of sharing and accessing information in a timely manner [6]. The experience 

suggests that the real barriers to disaster response are not lack of data [6,7] but are in most cases the 

difficulties in obtaining and integrating heterogeneous spatial information in a timely manner [8]. The 

institutional barriers and issues preventing spatial data sharing between federal, state and, local 

government institutions and the private and government data providers have been discussed in the 

literatures [9,10]. However, even the willingness to share data does not remove the technological 

barriers to dynamic and effective utilization of distributed data sources for improving emergency 

response and homeland security efforts [11]. With the rapid development in GIS and its applications, 

more and more geographical databases have been developed by different programs and applications, 

but data sharing and acquisition is still a big problem for disaster response. Not that data are not 

available, there is a huge amount of geographical data stored in different places among multiple 

jurisdictions and in different formats, but data reuse and sharing for disaster response are daunting 

tasks because of the heterogeneity of existing systems in terms of data modeling concepts, data 

encoding techniques and storage structures, etc. [12].  

The development of the Internet creates a unique environment for sharing geospatial data. Users can 

use the Internet to download data for viewing, analysis or manipulation. However, data sharing 

facilitated by the advances of network technologies is still hampered by the incompatibility of the 

variety of data models [13]. To facilitate the exchange and sharing of spatial data by building on initial 

expenditures, Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) have been developed in many countries in the past 

two decades. Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) provide access, reuse, and integration of heterogeneity 

geographic information from multiple sources over the Internet in support of disaster response [14]. To 

facilitate the sharing and reuse the heterogeneous spatial data, recent SDI development is based on the 

open standards and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web service technologies [15,16]. 
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The OGC’s web services such as Web Feature Services (WFS) provide a way to achieve 

interoperability and a solution to solving problems arising from syntactic and structural heterogeneity 

between data sources. Studies have shown that OGC’s WFS played important roles in real-time 

geospatial data sharing and exchange from heterogeneous sources over the Web for time-critical 

applications [15]. Another important advantage of OGC’s WFS is that they provide feature-level data 

searches, access, and exchange in real time over the Web. OGC’s WFS overcome the problem and 

allow disaster response applications to quickly access to the most up-to-date feature level data. While 

OGC’s WFS facilitate disseminate heterogeneous spatial data over the Web and allow feature-level 

geospatial information sharing and synchronization, performance issues challenge efficient and 

effective utilization of WFS for the disaster response. Literature shows that obtaining spatial 

information becomes very slow when query the WFS systems from large geospatial databases over the 

Internet [16–19]. This is because the WFS transport text-based GML data over the network. When 

GML-coded geospatial data are transported, all the markup elements that describe spatial and  

non-spatial features, geometry, and spatial reference systems of the data are also transported to the 

recipient. This is important for data interoperability, because the GML-coded data could be saved and 

used by any other client-side applications that can read GML data. However, this also greatly slows 

down the performance for the system. Compared with some binary GIS data formats, the size of GML 

data files is large. Large file sizes may hinder the use of GML files as a means of data transport over 

the Internet. Although solutions such as using compression or sending the GML data to the client in 

stages or progressively have been proposed in literature [17], issues still exists for igniting the 

performance. Solutions on how to improve the WFS system performance so that spatial data can be 

delivered to the disaster responders within a reasonable short time span are needed.  

In addition, disaster response applications require many users concurrently access spatial databases 

through highly intensive geocomputation processes. The spatial data objects are generally nested and 

complex, and spatial queries are based not only on the attributes of spatial objects but also on the 

spatial location, extent and measurements of spatial objects in a reference geographical system. 

Therefore, spatial query requires intensive disk I/O accesses and spatial computation. This brings 

further challenges for efficiently and fast conducting spatial queries from the WFS systems. 

With the development of SDI and GIS, the spatial data are growing exponentially year by year and 

they are becoming more diverse. While WFS facilitate spatial data sharing and provide feature-level data 

search, access, and exchange over the web thus decision makers need not download a whole data file for 

analysis, performance is becoming an important issue for disaster responders or decision-makers 

concurrent accesses to spatial information, which may be obtained by involving highly intensive 

computation. This has been acknowledged widely in literature. However, there are a few studies in 

literature to investigate the ways to improve the performance of WFS [18,19]. This paper proposes a 

parallel approach for improving query performance of the WFS system for disaster response 

applications. By improving query performance of the WFS systems, we expect that the needed spatial 

data can be delivered to the first disaster responders, managers and decision-makers in a timely manner. 
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2. A Parallel Approach for Improving Performance  

To improve WFS performance and enhance disaster responders or decision-makers’ ability to make 

timely and accurate decisions, we propose a parallel approach to provide an efficient spatial query 

processing over large spatial databases. The parallel approach should allow numerous users perform 

concurrent queries. The proposed parallel approach makes full use of the Voronoi diagram for creating 

a spatial index and data/task parallelism for concurrent spatial queries. We expect that the ―Voronoi 

diagram indexing + data/task parallelism‖ processing architecture reduces individual spatial query 

execution time by taking advantage of parallel and distributed processes thus can afford a large number 

of concurrent spatial queries for disaster response applications. Figure 1 illustrates the main query 

processing steps of the proposed parallel approach. To obtain the needed information from diverse 

distributed data sites, a user’s query will be first decomposed into a sequence of sub-queries. The 

decomposed spatial queries are then analyzed and translated into parallel programs for locating data 

fragments in data sites, query optimization, and query execution. After that, the parallel query results from 

multiple WFS servers are retrieved and combined by performing spatial calculations. Finally, the combined 

geospatial features are delivered as a single response to disaster responders or decision-makers. The basic 

idea of the proposed approach is to locate all distributed data sources that might contain answers to a 

user query. In a distributed system, data required for query processing need to be located since it may 

be present across several data sites.  

Figure 1. The main query processing steps of the proposed parallel approach. 
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Figure 2 shows the main components of the proposed parallel approach. It includes three 

components—spatial data partition component, query translation component, and execution engine 

component. The execution engine component is composed by communication subcomponent, query 

optimization subcomponent, and replication and duplication subcomponent. Spatial data partition 

component dynamically fragments the data based on their characteristics and allocates fragments to 

data sites. Query translation component parses the global query and generates site specific query 

execution plans. Execution engine component parallelizes and executes queries on parallel WFS 

servers. Communication subcomponent maintains all communication requirements among data sites, 

for example, data delivering, collecting and combining query results. Query optimization 

subcomponent optimizes the site queries for efficient processing. Replication and duplication 

subcomponent enables parallelization in system and makes the system fault-tolerant. All these 

components work in complete synchronization to get the overall quest. In addition, the system also 

contains algorithms capable of performing spatial computations over geospatial data. In the following 

paragraphs, we introduce the key technologies used in the proposed parallel approach—data/task 

parallelism programming model with Voronoi diagram based indexing. 

Figure 2. Components of the proposed parallel approach. 

 

The proposed approach takes advantage of the inherent data and task parallelism of spatial queries 

by translating each user query into sub-queries that can be executed in multiple spatial data servers in 

parallel, of which the results are later combined. Data parallelism exists in a spatial query when the 

same query task is performed on partitioned data in parallel without the need to synchronize. Task 

parallelism exists in a spatial query when the query task is transformed into several sub-query tasks 

that are performed independently in parallel data servers. A spatial query that exhibits data or task 

parallelism can be answered more efficiently with parallel processors or distributed servers. A 

restricted form of data/task parallelism is supported by the MapReduce programming model [20], 

where independent tasks (mappers) are computed in parallel on partitioned data and the results of the 

mappers are aggregated by reducers into the final outcome. However, the existing MapReduce 

frameworks such as Hadoop have high overhead for joint queries and are more restrictive in how data 

are assigned to parallel tasks and how the tasks are synchronized. These limitations make them more 
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suitable for batch processing jobs instead of real-time spatial join queries. In this study, we propose to 

use a high-level programming language X10 to provide the parallel and distributed computing 

environment. With X10, the partitioning, synchronization, and aggregation of tasks and data are 

performed at language level. Thus, we are able to implement more flexible parallel query algorithms. 

Since X10 language provides built-in support for parallel and distributed computing, programmers are 

able to focus on developing concurrent programs using high level programming constructs without 

dealing with low level communication details of parallel and distributed processors. In X10 language, 

a unit of parallel computation is called a task. A program can start multiple tasks to run on a number of 

parallel threads using a construct called ―async‖. The threads are scheduled using the work-stealing 

algorithm to run unfinished tasks to achieve good load balancing among all processors. A program can 

specify a synchronization point using the ―finish‖ construct to wait for a group of parallel tasks to 

complete before the next phase of computation starts. Note that parallel tasks should be chosen carefully 

so that they do not have dependency on shared data since explicit synchronization on shared data to 

prevent race conditions can significantly decrease performance. In reality, a large number of spatial 

queries can be parallelized without dependence on shared data. For example, consider the query Q1:  

Select the K-nearest emergency shelters to each elementary school in Connecticut. 

A straightforward implementation will answer the query by first retrieving all of the spatial objects 

for emergency shelters (denoted by the variable A) and spatial objects for elementary schools (denoted 

by the variable B) then performing a spatial join of A and B to find the K-nearest shelters to each 

school. If there are    number of shelters and    number of schools, then the time complexity would 

be           . However, we can have better performance if we change the order of the query so 

that we first find all of the elementary schools and then for each school we query the K-nearest 

emergency shelters. Under this scheme, we can execute the sub-queries in parallel to find the K-nearest 

shelters for each school since the sub-queries are independent of each other. Suppose there are   

number of parallel processors. Then the time complexity of the query would be        
  

 
 , 

which is certainly faster than the former approach. In addition, we can further improve the query 

performance if the emergency shelters are indexed using a Voronoi diagram, which reduces query time 

of K-nearest shelters to         . That is to say, with a Voronoi diagram in place, it only takes 

logarithmic time to find the nearest shelter S and the next K nearest shelter can be found in constant 

time by searching the Voronoi neighbors of S. Thus, with a Voronoi diagram and parallelization, we 

can improve the computation time of query Q1 to         
  

 
 . In comparison to the original query 

solution, this is a substantial performance improvement. 

Note that there are two assumptions to this kind of performance improvement. One is that the 

Voronoi diagram-based indexing only helps queries that involve spatial joins of the Voronoi diagram 

sites such as the emergency shelters for query Q1. This is probably a reasonable assumption for 

emergency response applications, which tend to conduct spatial join queries based on emergency 

shelters or other important locations. The second assumption is that the queried data are shared by all 

parallel processors. This is also a reasonable assumption if the spatial data sets are moderate in sizes 

and each parallel processor and its corresponding storage system have a sufficiently large bandwidth to 

handle the required throughput. When data sets are too large to fit into main memory and spatial data 

have to be read from storage systems to answer queries, it would be more efficient to partition large 
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data sets into several segments and store them into several distributed data servers. In this scenario, we 

cannot divide the query tasks for locating nearest shelters for each school and send them to different 

servers since a single server may not contain the data to provide the answer. Instead, all servers must 

receive all queries so that the runtime complexity is            . Fortunately, with Voronoi 

diagram-based indices, each server can quickly discard queries, for which the server does not have 

related data, so that the runtime complexity is in fact close to         
  

 
  with   servers.  

To support data or task parallelization for spatial queries, spatial indices will be created for 

geospatial objects. A spatial index allows a data server to quickly locate the queried spatial object 

without searching through the entirely collection of spatial objects in the server database. The 

performance of parallel processing of a spatial query is highly dependent on the way that the queried 

data is indexed. There are different approaches to construct spatial index in literature. For example, 

hierarchical indices such as R-tree and Quadtree [21] have been used to enable efficient parallel 

processing of a wide range of spatial queries. These approaches improve runtime performance by 

dividing the computationally expensive pieces of the algorithm across multiple servers. The 

hierarchical indices allow efficient look-up of a spatial object based on its coordinates. Objects that are 

within spatial proximity tend to be on the same server so that it is more efficient to process spatial joins 

in parallel. However, these indices are not specifically designed to find out whether a point falls within 

a region of interests such as the K-nearest neighborhood problem, which are common queries in 

emergency response applications. As explained earlier, Voronoi diagram (VD) [22] allows efficient 

query of nearest neighbors. Thus, Voronoi diagrams are used to index the spatial objects in the 

proposed parallel query system.  

A Voronoi diagram decomposes a space into disjoint polygons based on a set of sites (i.e., point 

features). Given a set of sites in the Euclidean space, Voronoi diagram associates all locations in the 

plane to their closest site. Each site has a Voronoi polygon consisting of all points closer to it than to 

any other point features. The set of Voronoi polygons associated with all the sites is called the Voronoi 

diagram with respect to the site set. The polygons are mutually exclusive except for their boundaries. 

Figure 3 shows an example of a Voronoi diagram and its polygons for 11 sites. There are many 

approaches to generate Voronoi diagram in Euclidean space. For example, in the ―divide and conquer‖ 

approach, the input point features are first sorted in increasing order by their X coordinate [23]. Next, 

the point features are separated into several subsets of equal size. A partial Voronoi diagram is created 

for each subset. Finally, the created partial Voronoi diagrams are combined to one single final Voronoi 

diagram for the entire input. 

Figure 4 illustrates the procedure of constructing Voronoi diagram-based index. A Voronoi diagram 

is first computed using a major spatial object type such as emergency shelters. Then the spatial objects 

of another WFS feature set such as school locations are indexed using the Voronoi diagram. To index a 

WFS feature set, it is first divided into multiple blocks of objects, then the spatial objects of each block 

are indexed with the Voronoi polygon that the object belongs to. After that, the indexed objects are 

aggregated based on their proximity to each other. Finally, the aggregated objects are divided into 

partitions for several data servers. 
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Figure 3. An example of Voronoi diagram. 

 

Figure 4. The procedure of indexing spatial objects using a Voronoi diagram. 
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3. Experiments  

To evaluate the performance advantage of the parallelizing spatial query using the Voronoi 

diagrams, spatial query experiments were conducted on a shared memory cluster machines with 12 

processors. For this experiment, 40,000 sites were randomly generated and several Voronoi diagrams 

were computed for the sites using the divide and conquer algorithm, which has           runtime 

complexity. With P parallel processors, the runtime can be potentially lowered to   
 

 
     . Note 

that a sequential algorithm, such as SweepLine algorithm [24], may have the same runtime complexity 

as the Divide and Conquer algorithm does but the former cannot be easily parallelized. So in this 

study, we used the divide and conquer algorithm for computing the Voronoi diagram. 

To allow efficient query of the nearest neighbor of a spatial point, the computed Voronoi diagram 

was indexed. Note that the nearest neighbor of a query point q is a site p such that the distance between 

q and p is less than the distance between q and any other site. Since we have the Voronoi diagram, the 

nearest neighbor of q is just the site of the Voronoi polygon that contains the point q. The problem of 

locating the polygon in a planar graph that contains a query point is also called the Point Location 

problem. The brute-force approach of locating the Voronoi polygon of a query point involves linear 

search of all of the Voronoi polygons, while an optimal search only needs         time with an 

existing index. In this study we implemented one of the optimal Point Location algorithms called 

Triangulation Refinement algorithm [25], which needs           amount of space and time to 

compute the index. The triangulation refinement algorithm starts by adding a sufficiently large outer 

triangle to the Voronoi diagram to form a planar graph and then triangulates the graph so that all 

polygons in the graph are triangles. The second step involves picking independent vertices from the 

graph with degrees of each vertex no more than 8. A set of independent vertices are those that do not 

belong to the same faces in the graph. The third step is to remove the independent vertices from the 

graph and then re-triangulate the resulting graph and go back to step-two until all that remains is the 

single outer triangle. During the triangulation refinement steps, we recorded a hierarchical structure of 

triangles so that each triangle had one or more children and each the leaf triangle is part of a Voronoi 

polygon. To search for the Voronoi polygon that a point belongs to, we started with the root triangle 

and checked which child of the triangle contained the point. Then we recursively searched within that 

triangle until a leaf triangle was reached. The height of the hierarchy resulted from a triangulation 

refinement was         since each refinement step removed a constant fraction of the existing 

vertices of the graph. The time for locating a point using this triangle hierarchy was the height of the 

hierarchy, which is        . Note that the triangulation refinement algorithm is much more complex 

than a straightforward algorithm such as the slab decomposition algorithm [26]. However, the latter 

algorithm needs       memory, which is not practical for large data set. For example, the index of a 

million site Voronoi diagram created from slab decomposition algorithm could require 10
12

 bytes. 

In this study, the Voronoi diagram was indexed using the triangulation refinement algorithm. As an 

experiment, 10,000 KNN queries were run on Voronoi diagrams of 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 sites 

using 1 to 12 shared memory processors. The queries were split up into 50 parallel tasks .where each 

task included 200 KNN queries. Each task was sent to a thread running on a parallel processor. The 

final results of parallel threads were accumulated after all parallel threads completed their 

computation. The query program was implemented in the programming language X10. The X10 
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programs can be compiled to run on either Java or C++ backend. For this experiment, Java backend 

was used since it has relatively better performance. Figure 5 shows the execution time of 10,000 KNN 

queries on three Voronoi diagrams generated from 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 sites, respectively, 

using 1 to 12 parallel processors. A significant speed-up is observed with the parallel computation. 

From Figure 5 it can be seen that the speedup factor was almost linear when the number of processors 

increased from 1 to 4 and then the speedup factor decreased as more processors were added. This is 

due to the facts that each of the test runs included 50 parallel tasks and that when more processors were 

added, each processor got less workload and the overhead of the parallel architecture became more 

significant. Note that actual spatial queries have much higher workload than a simple KNN query does 

and performance gain of parallelizing spatial queries are expected to be higher in practice. 

Figure 5. The execution time of 10,000 KNN queries on three Voronoi diagrams generated 

from 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 sites, respectively, using 1 to 12 parallel processors. 

 

Figure 6. The execution time of Triangulation refinement of three Voronoi diagrams generated 

from 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 sites, respectively, using 1 to 12 parallel processors. 
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We also parallelized a portion of the triangulation refinement algorithm for indexing Voronoi 

diagrams. Figure 6 shows the execution time of the triangulation refinement of three Voronoi diagrams 

generated from 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 sites, respectively, using 1 to 12 parallel processors. 

However, since the indexing algorithm has a recursive structure and only a portion of the computation 

in each recursive step is parallelized, the speed improvement is rather limited. Also note that the 

runtime of indexing is proportional to the size of the Voronoi diagram. 

4. Discussions 

The disaster response often requires access to multiple distributed databases and large data sets for 

data processing, simulation, and decision-making. Obtaining and integrating heterogeneous spatial 

information in a timely manner is important for the efficient and effective disaster response. While 

OGC WFS facilitate spatial data sharing at the feature level for disaster response, the text-based GML 

data and concurrent and complex queries may take prohibitively long time to obtain the needed 

information from the WFS systems. Because a spatial query is a query that returns features based on 

their spatial relationship with query geometry such as searching for features given an extent or 

searching for features based on their relationship to other features, it is a complex service request and 

needs intensive geocomputation processes. This may cause a long delay in query processing or in 

communication without high-performance or parallel computing. 

In addition, after disaster events communication is often limited because the existing infrastructure 

was destroyed or disasters occurred in an area without infrastructure. Thus, the disaster response may 

only have wireless communications including wireless ad hoc networks that can be formed among the 

disaster responders or relief workers carrying handheld devices such as mobile phones or laptops. Note 

that with the development of wireless networking and personal digital devices, it is expected that more 

and more wireless communication will be used for disaster response applications. However, the 

wireless communication has bandwidth constraints and limited communication ranges. This causes 

tremendous amount of traffic and service requests, thus causing more inefficient spatial queries of the 

WFS to get the needed information.  

To improve the query performance of OGC WFS, in this research we propose a parallel approach, 

which makes full use of the Voronoi diagram for creating a spatial index and data/task parallelism for 

concurrent spatial queries, to execute the query processes on a large cluster of computers. The 

proposed approach is a geography aware method to partition a large map region. It splits and indexes 

the input data by constructing a Voronoi diagram. A Voronoi diagram is designed to guarantee that 

data within a partitioned region are stored on one node and all spatial data are distributed across 

clusters according to geographical space. A Voronoi diagram is extremely efficient in searching a 

nearest neighbor region because it divides the two dimensional geo-space into several parts, and each 

part records the nearest relationship through the shared edge between each pair of neighbor parts.  

The proposed approach allows the disaster response applications to utilize multiple computational 

resources including high-performance computers or clusters of workstations, which may be distributed 

over a wide-area network, to extract the needed information from bulk geographic data sets efficiently. 

It, therefore, provides an ideal and practical solution to improve OGC WFS’s query performance for 

disaster response applications. The proposed approach may be used to provide some degree of fault 
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tolerance. The proposed approach allows WFS systems divide running queries into sub-queries and 

replicates spatial data such that each sub-query can be rerun on a different server if the server initially 

responsible fails. This is a common situation during disaster events, when parts of infrastructure in the 

region may be destroyed by the disasters. Under this situation, if data were replicated on other servers 

that are not affected by disasters, then failed WFS queries can be rerun on those functional servers.  

Experimental results show that the parallel approach can significantly improve the response time 

needed to process the spatial queries from a massive volume of spatial data for disaster response.  

The parallel approach can also be combined with other strategies to further improve the query 

performance of WFS for disaster response. For example, with the growth and widespread use of smart 

phones, the future disaster response may use smart phones to query the needed spatial feature 

information from the WFS systems for updating and sharing the disaster information. With the 

wireless network for smart phones, a zipped binary XML (BXML) or the popular GZIP-based 

compression algorithm may be employed to decrease the data volume in the network transmission to 

further improve the efficiency of WFS performance.  

The proposed parallel approach can also combine with the caching strategy to further improve the 

efficiency of query performance from the WFS systems for disaster response applications. The 

frequently queried results can be cached on the WFS servers to allow the systems to respond as quickly 

as possible. Caching reduces the data access time by storing results of frequent spatial joins in memory 

so that the same operation is not repeated for every data request.  

In addition, the proposed parallel approach can also be combined with the progressive transmission 

technique to improve the efficiency of query performance from the WFS systems for the disaster 

response applications. With the progressive transmission technique, the spatial features in the WFS 

systems are extracted using cartographic principles to construct the multi-layer structure. Several 

methods have been proposed in literature for the vector data progressive transmission [27,28]. These 

methods can be used with the proposed parallel approach to further improve the efficiency of query 

performance from the WFS systems for disaster response applications. 

Further, the proposed parallel approach can be easily adapted to the Map-Reduce model utilized by 

Cloud computing services. A Map-Reduce framework can execute many map-tasks in parallel and run 

reduce-tasks to integrate results of the map-tasks. For our approach, the parallel sub-queries generated 

from a WFS query can be converted to map-tasks while the partial results of the map-tasks can be 

summarized by a reduce-task. Even though the Map-reduce model of Cloud computing introduces 

large runtime overhead, it can provide distributed computing capability in elastic and on demand 

manners by virtualizing and pooling computing resources [29]. By providing ―computing as a service‖ 

for end users in a ―pay-as-you-go‖ mode, cloud computing may be more convenient and budget and 

energy consumption efficient for improve the performance of the WFS systems of heavy workload.  

Finally, as mentioned in [16], the WFS systems provide a solution for real-time geospatial data 

sharing at the feature level. This study focus on improving query performance from the WFS system 

while other operations supported by the WFS-T protocol such as creating, deleting, and updating are 

not considered here since they are often not performance critical. In addition, to preserve the data 

integrity, they have to be processed sequentially, which makes it difficult to achieve performance gain 

in parallel framework. Further, although this paper focuses on improving the efficiency of query 

performance from the WFS systems, it should be pointed out that the proposed parallel approach can 
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also be used for discrete geospatial features such as online datasets provided by EPA and US Census 

Bureau [19]. As long as there is geographic location information in the data, we can use Voronoi 

diagrams to organize the spatial data and partition the spatial data into several subsets for parallel 

computation. The proposed approach is not suitable for raster data such as the map images returned by 

Web Map Services.  

5. Conclusions  

The disaster response applications need fast access to accurate and up-to-date spatial data to obtain 

an overview of the disaster situation, to assess the damages, and to supply local logistic teams with 

reliable information. No single government or private agency alone can provide and guarantee all of 

the needed geospatial information for effective disaster response. There is a need for searching the 

needed spatial information from multiple distributed data sources over the Web. 

OGC’s WFS facilitate integration and sharing geospatial information from multiple heterogeneous 

data sources and allow fast access to feature-level geospatial information over the Web. However, 

several inherent mechanisms of WFS such as text-based GML data and complex spatial queries 

through intensive geocomputation processes bring challenges for efficiently conducting spatial queries 

from the WFS systems. This paper proposes a parallel approach for improving query performance of 

the WFS systems for disaster response applications based on combination of the Voronois diagram 

indexing and the parallel technique. The experiment results show that the proposed parallel approach 

can be used to reduce answer time for computationally intensive spatial queries from a WFS system, 

particularly for the spatial queries involving in gathering and processing the large amounts of spatial 

data from many different sources. The proposed parallel approach improves WFS query performance 

by making full use of high-performance computer servers distributed over a wide-area network. With 

unique merits of job parallelism, the proposed parallel approach may provide an effective solution to 

the big data analysis challenge in the disaster response applications.  

In addition, the proposed parallel approach may allow many users such as disaster responders and 

decision-makers concurrently access spatial databases during disaster response processes. Although 

there is still a need for combining a variety of other strategies such as compression and cache methods 

with the proposed parallel approach to further improve WFS’s query performance, we anticipate that 

the proposed approach can improve the efficiency of a WFS query by parallelizing intensive 

geocomputation. The proposed approach is capable of making full use of the increasingly wide 

available high performance computers and clusters for effective disaster response. 
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